SVD-based method for band limitation. In doing so, we redefined finite-extent band limitation. Our method was chosen to have the correct dimension specified by Slepian's result [ 11, to specialize correctly to the DTFT as the sample size tends to infinity, and to have maximum energy concentration. We presented an efficient method, based on the Lanczos algorithm, for performing the proposed band limitation of sequences with up to 4096 or 8192 samples on present work stations. The SVD-based method is less dependent on input frequency than the DFT, but requires storage for the low-frequency singular vectors.
APPENDIX ENERGY CONCENTRATION
We first consider the energy concentration of the SVD-based method given by (3, and its corresponding minimum-energy bandlimited extrapolation method (4). The energy concentration for the SVD-based method is where we have used the fact that llUnll~ =lb; and the orthogonality of the the DPSS's { U,} over 2. As 1 > a: > . . . > & > 0, a variational argument shows that CWD(SA) is minimized by making SA proportional to uT, in which case (8) is satisfied with equality.
Consider now the general method (6) , which can be rewritten as The energy concentration (6) as a function of SA is defined in (7) .
We will show that (8) holds, that is, no band-limitation method of the form (6) has a larger minimum energy concentration than the SVD method. To show this, we choose SA to be an arbitrary nonzero vector SO in the intersection I = span(u,, u,+I,. . . , U N ) n span(a1, a 2 , . . . , aT). Since I is defined as the intersection of an ( N -T + 1)-dimensional and an r-dimensional linear subspace of an N-dimensional space, I must have at least dimension 1 and thus must contain nonzero elements. For an arbitrary nonzero SO E I, we then have bgeneral = SO by construction. It also follows by the definition of I that ufso = 0 for 1 5 n < T . Therefore I. ARBlTRARLLY WEIGHTED RLS USING SCHUR RECURSIONS Recursive least squares (RLS) adaptive filters based on Schur's recursions [l] have been introduced in [2] - [6] as temporal adaptive filtering techniques which allow the incorporation of arbitrarily shaped windows or "forgetting functions" in a true RLS adaptation scheme. In its unnormdized form, a Schur RLS adaptive filter solves, at each time step, the following weighted fonvard/backward prediction error filtering problem in a true least squares sense: is an arbitrary real not necessarily diagonal weighting matrix. At each time step, the residual vectors are adjusted such that they become orthogonal with respect to the weighted data subspaces W ' / ' X , ( t -1) and W'/'X,(t):
Two-fold
This leads to the following set of weighted normal equations:
where W = WT/'W1/'. Independent of the particular choice of W , the system matrices X:(t -l)WX,(t -1) and X f ( t ) W X , ( t ) are just shifted versions of each other plus a rank one update on x:(t -1)WX,(t -1). This rank one update is completely determined by the following time-varying weighted second order (autocorrelation) information:
A problem of this category can be solved using an unnormdized Schur RLS adaptive filter as described in where and E,(t) = eZ(t)e,(t),R,(t) = rf(t)rm(t) are the forward and backward residual energies. By definition, we must have u f ( t ) u m ( t ) = 1 and wm(t)wm(t) = l . e m ( t ) is the square-root lattice rotor that constitutes a standard hyperbolic plane rotation. The square-root lattice rotor is uniquely determined by the square-root lattice parameter pm (t) (7) and hence, we must have ( p m (t) I 5 1 because an inner product of two unit energy vectors is always bounded in the unit interval. As shown in [31 and [5], an order recursion of p,(t) can be established pm+l(t) = -uL(t)wm(t -1) on the basis of the following intermediate inner products of shifted data and normalized residual vectors: DL,,(t) = z T ( t -j)um(t), ( 8 4 Db,,J(t) = z T ( t -j)w,(t).
(8b)
The most striking result in Schur RLS adaptive filter theory is that one can show that these intermediate inner products (or "generalized covariances") satisfy the following order recursive law:
Thus, the normalized generalized covariances can be updated using the same elementary rotation as used in the order recursion of normalized residual vectors (5a). Next, note that from (6a, b), (7), and (Sa), it follows that the squareroot lattice parameter p,+l(t) can be expressed as the product of ~,l/'(t -1) as follows:
-Dm,m+l f (t) and the inverse square-root backward residual energy p m + l ( t ) =-u:(t)wm(t -1) = -e:(t)r,(t -1)
where
R,(t) =r:(t)r,(t) = z T ( t -m)r,(t) = z T ( t -m ) w , ( t ) l p ( t ) .
(11) Thus, it is easy to check (comparison with (Sb)) that
~: ' ( t ) = z T ( t -m)w,(t) = ~k ,~( t ) . (12)
Strictly speaking, expression (12) reveals that the square-root of the backward residual energy is identical with DR,,(t>. Thus, we can ultimately use rotation (9) for a computation of R:'(t) or, equivalently, D k , , (t) as follows:
Even more notable is the role of the quantity D;,,(t), which appears as a byproduct in the computation of DR,,(t) via (13) . From (12) and (lo) , it follows that
Thus, an evaluation of the upper equation in (13) 3) Filter Cell:
Compute adaptive square-root lattice filter via (5a) (rotational processor in hyperbolic rotation mode).
THE TWOFOLD NORMALIZED SCHUR ADAPTIVE FILTER
In this section, it is demonstrated that in addition to the conventional square-root (residual) error normalization a power normalization can be applied on the shifted data vectors z ( t ) , z ( tl), . . . , z(t -m), and we next consider the case where the squareroot Schur RLS adaptive filter observes the power normalized shifted data vectors as follows:
(19)
Clearly, S T ( t -j ) % ( t -j ) = 1 and
E,(t) = Z T ( t ) Z ( t -j ) = c,(t)c;""t)~'/"t -j )
is the power normalized second order information of the input process. In a geometrical interpretation the power normalized secondorder information is just the set of cosines of the angles between the shifted data vectors: 
Thus, E J ( t ) is always less or equal one in magnitude.
Next, it is shown that the recursions of the square-root Schur RLS adaptive filter are invariant with respect to this input power normalization. Moreover, all internal variables of the square-root Schur RLS adaptive filter remain bounded in the unit interval when initialized from the power normalized second-order information.
To see this note that hput power normalization yields normalized residual vectors of the form
Thus f i m ( t ) =~m ( t ) c o ' ( t ) ,
(234
L ( t ) = R,(t)c,'(t -m).

( 2 3~
With these normalized quantities, one finds that 
L ( t ) = Em(t)E."/2(t) & ( t ) =Fm(t)R,1'2(t) = w m ( t ) .
Systolic array of the fully normalized square-root Schur RLS adaptive
Strictly speaking, the square-root normalized residual vectors remain unaffected by additional power normalization of the shifted data vectors. Moreover which means that the same statement holds for the square-root lattice parameter. Finally, the dynamic range requirements of the square-root normalized generalized covariances when initialized from the "time varying cosines" (21) must be determined. A normalization of the generalized covariance in consideration of (24a, b) gives f i L , j ( t ) = Z T ( t -j ) G , ( t ) = Z T ( t -j)u,(t),
f i k , j ( t ) = Z T ( t -j)Gm(t) = Z T ( t -j ) w m ( t ) .
(26a) (26b) Again, inner products of unit energy vectors are $ways less or equal one in magnitude and hence we must have lDL,j(t)l 5 1 and Thus, we have shown that all internal variables of the square-root Schur RLS adaptive filter remain bounded in the unit interval when only the square-root generalized covariances are initialized from the power normalized second-order information of the observed process:
Ifik,j@)l 5 1.
Dl,,(t) =D,b,,(t) = E3(t) = ~~( t ) c~' /~( t ) c~~/ ' ( t
Iv. SYSTOLIC ARRAY ARCHITECTURE All elementary hyperbolic plane rotations of a square-root Schur RLS adaptive filter can be computed completely in parallel. Fig. 1 shows the data flow graph and operations of an order m = 4 example of the algorithm in a triangular systolic implementation. In this case (maximum parallelism) an estimate is computed with each clock cycle of the array. Hyperbolic rotational processors operating in hyperbolic rotational mode are denoted by "HROT," whereas processors operating in hyperbolic vectoring mode are denoted by "HVEC." Of course, one could implement the algorithm altematively on a linear array comprising m + 1 hyperbolic rotational processors or even in a scalar fashion depending on the throughput rate requirements or the sampling/clock rate ratio.
Hyperbolic plane rotations can be realized using CORDIC processors [7] - [9] . CORDIC processors have been designed and built in VLSI [lo] 
one obtains a fully normalized version of the data covariance matrix @(t) as follows:
.'., 
i ( t ) = E ( t ) E T ( t ) .
(31) Then, it can be shown that the elements of E ( t ) are constituted by the power normalized second order information and the normalized generalized covariance as follows: r i 1 Finally, note that the Cholesky factor of the unnormalized data covariance matrix @(t) can be obtained by-rescaling e( t ) = c-' (t)& t ) c-1 ( t )
=c-'E(t)ET(t)C-l(t) = L ( t ) L T ( t )
which gives
L ( t ) = C-l(t)i(t).
(33) (34)
VI. CONCLUSIONS
It was the purpose of this correspondence to complete the picture about the capabilities of the square-root Schur RLS adaptive filter. This algorithm facilitates temporal adaptive filtering with the additional option of a deformation of the data space using a weight matrix W1I2. This can be a very useful property not only for arbitrary windowing of the data, but also for other necessary deformations of the data space such as data whitening (where W would be an inverse noise covariance matrix). All intemal variables of the described algorithm are bounded in the unit interval and are automatically scaled to fully utilize this interval. All operations can be lead back to a mere hyperbolic plane rotations. The recursion variables stored in the algorithm can be interpreted as the Cholesky factor of a time recursively updated covariance matrix of a weighted least squares problem.
